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1 Barr's letter is not Mueller's report. Barr likes to play w/ words & obfuscate. I’m

going through it word for word noting discrepencies. His use of “establish” a crime,

or Russian “Government” being swapped w/ “organization” or just “Russia” pop up.

I’ll �nd more- coming soon

2 Ari Melber notes there is not a single full sentence quote from Mueller. Neal Katyal tore it to pieces on

MSNBC. Barb McQuade said “I’ve never seen anything like this before”. Unbelievably, Mueller was not

even consulted about the letter.  

Sara Cook
@saraecook

A senior DOJ official tells @AndyTriay Robert Mueller was not 
consulted about the letter—it is a product of Attorney General 
Barr and his advisers.

Sara Cook @saraecook
NEWS: Mueller “did not find that the Trump campaign or anyone 
associated with it conspired or coordinated with Russia" during the 
2016 campaign. 
 
On obstruction of justice, while the report “does not conclude that the 
President committed a crime, it also does not exonerate him.” 
twitter.com/cbsnews/status…

675 8:06 PM - Mar 24, 2019

516 people are talking about this

3 In Jan I tweeted the attached a/b Barr. I apologize to everyone here for not sticking w/ my original

impression that Barr was dirty. I bought the Mueller friendship & rejection of Putin. My tweeting began 2

yrs ago bc of Trump’s dementia. This is certain 

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

Today was a bad for justice. The biggest traitor in US history can 
pick the head of his investigation. Secrecy is made worse & 
timing is dragging. Maybe the House steps up. Either way, I can 
promise everyone here that Trump's health is cratering from 
dementia & 2020 is impossible

184 12:21 AM - Jan 16, 2019

58 people are talking about this

4 Btw- There was collusion; 

-Trump Tower Mtg w/ Russian Intel 

-Coordinated Wikileaks 

-Trump telling Bannon to bring Brittany Kaiser from Cambridge Analytica to the US immediately 

-Manafort giving polling data to Kilimnik 

-RNC Ukraine Platform change 

-Trump Tower Moscow lies

5 We need to see Mueller testify & read the report. It will be quite different than Barr's letter. Barr

appears to have shut down Mueller's investigation & lied about conspiracy. He directly contradicts

Weissmann's courtroom statements about polling data to Manafort & Kilimnik

6 A comment on Mueller's report from a source of an established journalist.... 
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Replying to @page88
Same source:

4,577 8:04 PM - Mar 24, 2019

2,635 people are talking about this

7 Barr protecting the GOP was likely. Hiding Mueller’s findings will be the worst mistake of his life- as

will acting as judge, jury & lying for Trump. I had confidence our system would eject a POTUS installed

by Putin. I still do. Trump is almost gone- science won't let us down

8 Another point to make.. and two sub threads.. 

Tom Joseph
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Replying to @TomJChicago
It's big news when a Doc says "He's having trouble w/ word 
finding which concerns me". He's signaling his peers. Trump 
must be immediately removed from office. 2020 is a fantasy. I 
can promise you all- If Mueller or SDNY doesn't take him out, 
dementia will. He'll never make 2020

219 5:07 PM - Feb 14, 2019

67 people are talking about this

9 What's the going rate for an Attorney General? That's the only question for William Barr - how much?

He screwed his friend and he screwed his country and he's going to pay. A Dem AG will be in place in 22

months

10 On February 21, 1975, Former AG John Mitchell, was found guilty of conspiracy, obstruction of justice,

and perjury and sentenced to two and a half to eight years in prison for his role in the Watergate break-in

and cover-up.

11 One more thing. Trump's enforced silence over the weekend is not what we first thought. Team Trump

knew the fix was in and they didn't want any chance of Trump giving it away.
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